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FOOD CROPS, TREE CROPS, AND lANDDEGRADATIQN IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES: A GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM ANAL YSI§ 

1. Introduction 

The rapid rate of land degradation in developing countries, particularly 
that caused by soil erosion in the steeply sloping hilly areas hi)s caused much 
concern in recent years'. It is widely considered that a .majorenvironmental 
and economic disaster is lies ahead ; numerous projects are being planned and 
implemented to address this looming threat, and there is a major shift in the 
proportion of :socio-economic and agricultural research resources being devoted 
to devising remedies which can be successfully implemented. Partly, this is a 
response to the relative neglect of the agricultural sectors of the hilly regions of 
most developing countries ; both nation·"fand international research efforts have 
been focussed on the relatively better endowed lowlands. The massive 
improvements in agricultural productivity since the 1960shave been very much 
confined to the lowlands, in particular to the well irrigated lowlands where rice 
and wheat are grown ; thus the Green Revolution by and large completely 
bypassed the agricultural systems of the hills and mountains - the "sloping 
uplands". Both political and economic factors influenced this direction of 
research effort towards the lowlands; it not only had the majority ,of the 
population, particularly those with greater political clout, but it also held the 
potential for largo and rapid productivity increases. The concerns about 
growing regional income disparities brought about by these region specific 
productivity changes have been reinforcedbyconcernsaboutiand degradation 
problems and "sustainable" development ingeneratso as to bring about a 
change in policy focus. The stress is now on the need to divert resources to 
the address the problems of the uplands and this is ·reflected in the changes in 
development and research fund allocations. 

Despite these efforts, land degradation problems continues to worsen; 
"in many developing countries .... the situation is clearly getting worse, and 
many of the efforts to remedy the situation are faiting •..•. (Warford,1989 :8), 
Many reaso,f',s for this failure of current strategies have been identified (see, for 
exampleBlt!ke(1985), but "perhaps the most important reason is the sheer 
difficulty of dealing with a myriad of relatively small .. scale natural resource-using 
actiVities, which together are responsible for the bulk of environmental 
degradation ...••• The traditional approach to environmental management is to 
investi" projects which have primarily environmental objectives .•.. This project .. 
bY"project approach is .important and must .be continued. Alone it is clearly 
inadequate, however, and needs to be supplemented by more comprehensive, 
wide rangingpoUcies" (ibid). These sentiments are echoed by many. Thus, 
Repetto (1989:69) stresses that remedies" ... mustinclude changes in economic 
policies and incentives to promote sustainable resource use •• and channel 
economic and demographic growth into activities that raise incomes while 
preserving important natural resources". If a major change in tanduse practices 
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is needed to btingabout a reversal of the trend to undesirably high rates of land 
degradation policies must be put into effect whichwiU have an iil1pact on the 
millions of .peopleengaged inagr.iculturalactivities ; there is, therefore, a need 
for "macroeconomic" (economy wide) analysis to .supplement "micro·economic" 
analysis (Barbier, 1991 ). 

Our objective is to make a contribution to. this task of developing broad, 
economy wide policies which can alter the market incentives to shift to more 
desirable land use patterns in terms of land degradation. We aim to stress the 
need to consider economy wide linkages established via markets when 
developing and evahJatinepolicies to arrest land degradation in the uplands. 
Despite the extensive literature 'that has developed in this field in recent years -
and the emphasis on the need for "holistiC, .systems oriented" approaches -.it is 
surprising that there is no rigourousanalysisof how developments in other 
sectors of the economy influence and interact with agricultural practices in the 
uplands2 • Giventhat.governments have many policy goals such as economic 
growth, poverty alleviation, reduction of income inequalities, and 
mavroeconomicstability,anunderstanding of these economy wide effects are 
crucial to the determination of politically sustainable environmental policies. 
Further; the economy wide interactions can significantly modify the effects of 
what are seen to be sector specific policies ; in extreme cases ignoring such 
interactions can be generate results which are .quitecounterproductive in terms 
of the desired policy goals. 

In this paper we approach this task by means of a model which ·captures 
the stylised facts of a developing country economy in tropical Asia, though the 
key features of the model may be mOTe broadly representative. We focus on 
the issue of soil erosion in uplands3_ and abstract from many dimensions of the 
soil degradation problem to highlight some of the key .economy wide 
interactions that need to be recognised in analysis of policies for dealingwlth 
land degradation in the uplands. After introducing the model and exploring its 
properties in a series of comparative statics exercises, we conduct .and report 
on a series of simuJationexperiments based primarily on data from the 
Philippines which illustrate some important points relevant for policy making and 
analysis. A major part of our analysis deals with the issue of productivity 
improvements in agricultural crops due to technological changes .andsome 
implications for the allocation of research resources by national and international 
agricultural research bodies. Finally we discuss some extensions to the basic 
model. 

1. 1 The Soil Erosion Problem : Some Issues and Facts 

Soil erosion in the hilly lands is nothing new. In historical times it was 
nota "problem", rather it was one or the most important natural phenomena 
which sustained agriculture In thealluvlal plains and paved the way for the great 
agricultural civilisations of the MiddJe East and Asia. Today the rate of soil 
erosion in the uplands has risen due to human activities: logging, many forms of 
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crop cultivation, road building and mining aU contribute to higher Jatesof soil 
losses.. Upland soils are considered to be{by and large, a non-renewable 
resource, at least over relevant human time horizons. Of course the fact that 
such soils are anon-renewable resource does not imply that it should not be 
depleted - "mined" - atan; the relevant cause for conCern is that the current 
rates of depletion are above what issociatlyoptimal. 'While much of the 
empirical evidence 'for this view is inadequate forcohclusive proof, here we 
assume that the .present rateot .soilerosion is indeed "too high". 

Why current land use patterns result in such sub.,.optimal rates of soil 
degradation can be attributed to many factors which include: absence of full 
information regarding the levels and consequences of soil 'erosion assciated with 
current land use practices, various externalities such as the existenceofoffsite 
effects, absence of well defined and enforced property rights, divergences 
between social andpriv8te time preference rates (Chisholm and Dumsday, 1987) 
; the problems caused by these factors .are often exacerbated in developing 
country economic and institutional environments. 

The .rates of soH. erosion vary greatly with the crops and farming .practices 
even in similar bio-physical environments. The rate of soil erosion .associated 
with .anygiven crop or crop mix depend to some degree on the chosen 
cu ltivation practices .Fu rther , investments in soil conserving techniques such as 
terracing can reduce soil erosion. Unfortunately , many such investments appear 
not to be attractive to the majority of poor·farmersindeveloping countries". 
There iscontroversey regarding the effects of higher output prices on rates of 
soil degradation (Barrett, 1991 ; Clarke, 1991; Lipton, 1987; laFrance,.1990; 
McConnell, 1983; Repetto, 1989). Generally it is assumed that higher iprices 
would raise the incentives for conservation of soil ( when soil conservation 
techniques are available), but it seems clear that higher output prices have two 
opposing ,effects : on the one hand they create greater incentives for more 
intensive land use while, on the other hand, they raise the value of farm land 
and raise incentives to improve land quality. The actual outcome depends on 
the particular circumstances and may go either way ; there can be no 
presumption either way. Hence, the claims by proponents ·of agricultural price 
reforms such as Repetto ( 1989) that ending the underpricing of agriculturai 
commodities would help reduce soil degradation need not neccessarilyhold. 
When price liberalisation changes relative prices among agricultural commodities 
- as they are very likely to do because of present differences in tax/subsidy 
rates, the overall effects on soil degradation would also depend on the differing 
levels of soil erosion associated with each commodity. 

Despite disagreements regarding many issues relating to land degradation, 
there appears to be persuasive.supportfor the view that some crops and crop 
combinations are generally more conducive to ,soU conservation that others;;n 
particuJarmost tree crops, and tree crop based cropping systems, have been 
demonstrated to have much ,lower rates ·of soil losses -erosion coefficients
compared to most annual food crop systems (see, for example, Aminuddin, 
ChoW, and Ng,1.991; Gregerson, Draper and ,Elz, 1989; Repetto, 1989). Trees, 
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beinglonglivedperrennials, do not requirefreq, lent disturbance of soils as QO 
annual crops and their root systems generally tend to arrest top soil.erosfon by 
stabilising the soils. and by recycling nutrients which leach into the subsoil. The 
most important tree crops in the Asian tropics are Plantation crops. such as tea, 
rubber, coffee, oil palm and cocao. As CrassweUand Pushparajah(1991) 
pointed out, "the plantation crop systems •.•.. are eco'ogica~ly sensible, and 
therefore durable, because they are based on trees which are the dominant 
plant type in the native ecosystem l.e. the tropical rainforest". 

In the next section we develop a model where, at a given level of 
measured national income, a shift of land in the uplands from food crops to tree 
crops is considered to be welfare improving as the resulting land use pattern 
would generate lower soil erosion. These shifts are expected to take place in 
response to.changes in the relative profitability of crops. This view ·of farmer 
behaviour has strong empirical support as shown by numerous supply response 
studies (Askariand Cummings, 1976). Farmers are known to respond more to 
differential incentives among crops and change their land allocation .patterns 
rather than shift out of agriculture altogether (Bale and Lutz, 19B1). Further, 
even during the last few decades there have been dramatic changes;n the crops 
chosen for cultivation by farmers in even the remotest parts of developing 
countries as evidenced, for example, by the massive expansion of ,rubber in 
Thailand and Coffee in New Guinea. 

To focus on the changing profitability of crops and their impact on land 
allocation among crops, we assume that the cultivation of a given crop is 
associated with a particular rate of soH erosion which cannnot be altered .; In 
other words we abstract from the possibility that changes in relatiye crop 
profitability would lead to changes in the level of investments in land 
conservation rather than in the areas devoted to the competing crops. On 
similar grounds we ignore the related, and potentially quite important effect of 
changing land values on soil conservation investments and, hence, on overall 
soH degradation; the complex nature of this problem even in partial equilibrium 
suggests that addressing this would require a much more elaborate model. 

The key stylised facts of the model mimic the structure of many 
developing country economies: they produce tree crops (which are mainly for 
export) and food .crops(which are mainly for domestic .consumption)in the 
uplands,while the bulk offoQd lsproduced in the lowland plains where (import 
competing) manufacturing industries are .alsolocated. At the core of ourmodeJ 
is theJink between relative food prices and land degradation ; other things being 
equal a higher relative food price creates incentives to grow more food (rather 
than trees) in the LJplandswhichaggravatessoilerosion probfems.lnthemodel 
we permit domestic supply demand interactions to determine food price to 
reflect the fact that, for pOlitical reasons, most governments in developing 
countries do not permit free international trade in food and insulate the domestic 
food market from international price movements. In such circumstances 
changes in the domestic supply of food are an important determinant of food 
prices ; in particular, productivity changes in the food crop .sector -an issue of 
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interest to us - tend to lower food prices. 

2. The Analytical Model 

In this section we .present and analyseageneralequilibr;um .modelofa 
stylised developing country economy which incorporates the features described 
above. The model aims to.captur.e two key elements of the land degradation 
problem. These are the sector specificity of some ioputsand activities, ·and the 
inherently intersectoral nature of others. The model is heuristic: as setout here 
it is of the minimum dimensions consistent with the 'analysis we undertake. 

The stylised economy produces three goods, a tree crop which is fully 
exported, a manufactured good which is a perfect substitute for imported 
manufactures, and atood .crop which is not (internationally) traded. The 
economy consists of three sectors: the manufacturing sector, Jowland 
agriculture, and upland agriculture. Lowland agriculture produces foodonlv, 
while upland agriculture. produces food and the tree 'crop. ,(lowland and upland 
can be thought of as two "regions" where 'lYJanufacturesandfoodareproduced 
in the lowland, while 'tr.eesand·food are produced in the\Jplands.) Upland 
producers allocate resources, .includingland, between food and trees according 
to changes in relative profitability. Each sector employs a specific ("bolted 
down") factor ; we shall can the specific fact.or in manufacturing "capital" while 
those in lowland .and upland .agriculturewill be "lowland land" and "upland 
land". Outputs are produced using the specific factor and labour. 

Noto that there are two production functions for (homogeneous) food, 
depending on the "region" which permit us to explore issues .ofregion-specific 
technical change infoodproduction5

• We explore two specifications with 
respect to labour mobilty. In one case labour is considered to have restricted 
mobility so that one type, "lowland labour" I is mobile between manufacturing 
and lowland agriculture while the other, "upland labour", is mobile between 
food and trees in the upland. In the other specitication, labour is considered to 
be fully mobile among aU activities. The .country is assumed to be a small open 
economy which cannot influence the world prices of the two tradeable goods 
(manufactures and the tree crop) i.e. it is a ,price taker in world markets. As 
food is non-traded its price is entirely determined by domestic supply and 
demand. 

2.1 The Upland Economy 

Upland producers maximize profits in the production of food (Y.) and 
treecrops (Y,) ,subject to technology and the prices of commodities (~)and factors (W", 
for labor and (W*", for sector-specific land). By the envelope theorem, the first-order 
conditions of the maximizations yield expressions for the supply of each commodity and 
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factor demands in production of .each, commodity: 

i = (ul l ua); J = (uf, t) (1) 

(2) 

where Xq is the quantity demanded of factorXt in production of the jth commodity, and ~ 
are exogenous. rechnicalchange variables. We begin by assuming that there is no inter
.rt~giona1 (i.e.betw~n upland and lowland) labour mobility, (Wid is the wage for upland 
labor) so for both land and labor in the upland sector, the .sumofquantities demanded in 
production of each commodity is equal to the upland sector's endowment: 

(3) 

where Xu, is the upland endowment of factor i. We .are interested .in the comparative static 
effects of changes in technology, prices and factorendowrnents. These can be found by 
expressing (1) to (3) in proportional changes of variables,thensolving for the changes in 
endogenous prices .and quantities resulting from 'shocks' to the.exogenous variables. Letx 
=:. dXlX for all variables X. Then, from (1)- (3): 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Ii, 2: 0; /ip :s 0; {iij2: 0; and liik :S 0 for i =k, else .2: O. 

In t hes e exp r.ess ion s/i denotes the elasticity of the first subscript with 
respect to the price or quantity in the second subscript. The term Aq is the share of sector 
j in upland employment of factor i. Ifoommodity prices are exogenous to upland 
producers, then arise in the price of one commodity with the other price unchanged 
raises production of that commodity. Without technical change or any increase in factor 
endowments,this expansion of production requires that factors are withdrawn from 
production of the other commodity. Thus,arise in the price of treecrops relative to food 
will raise treecrop . output and reduce food output. Land (and labor) will be transferred 
from food to treecropproduction.The factor market clearing equations (6) determine 
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factor prices by requiring that changes in aggregate demand for each factor he equal to 
changes in its endowment. 

2.2 The Lowb.ndEconomy 

The lowland .economy differs from upland in thatproouction in each sector uses a 
specific factor, with only labor mobile between .sectors.Maximization of profits in each 
sector subject to t~hnology ,prices and the .sectorspecific factor endowments yields the 
following expressions for supply of lowland food. (Yv) .and manufactures (Y,j,and demand 
for labor in each sector: 

j = (If, m) (7) 

(8) 

where A1aresectoral eland endowments, ~ is the wage in the lowlandbibor market,and 
the ~ are technical change shifters. Assuming labor immobility between lowland and 
upland, 

(9) 

gives themarket-1:1earing condition for lowland labor. Unlike the upland sector, 
production of lowland commodities is not jointly determined. Constant retumsto scale in 
the production of each commodity implies 

Expressed in percentage change form, (7) .. (9) provide equivalent information 
about changes in the lowland economy as was shown f{)ctheupland by (4) - (6): 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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(14) 

P.u.~ 0; Pin s 0; {inj ~O;and linn':S O. 

As before,pij is the elasticity ·ofi withre~t to i, and A"is the share of sector j 
in employment of lowland labor. In (13), aq) is the share of factor i in the value ,of total 
costs in sector j .. 

2.3 Intersectoral Linkages 

2.3.1 Commodity Markets and Trade 

The model distinguishes between traded goods (treecropsandmanufactures) and 
non traded goods and factors (food and factors of production). We assume that the law of 
one price applies, i.e. that the domestic .prices of traded goods are determined by their 
world prices and the nominal exchange .rate. By contrast, the price of food is determined 
wholly by domestic demand (e) and supply: 

Yf = Y uf + V,f 

Vf = Cf 

Food demand isa function of its own price ; since both uplands and lowlands 
,produces the same homogenous food there is only one food price in theeconomy;the 
prices of otbergoods; and income, defined as the value of domestic production: 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In percentage change form aggregate food demand and supply and the food market 
clearing condition are given by 

(19) 

(20) 
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Cf = Yf (21) 

Where EJ is the elasticity of food demand with respect to price j; f}Jy is the income 
elasticity of food demand; and oJfis thej'th sector's share in total food 'production. Food 
demand is altered by exogenous changes in the world prices of tradeables, and by the 
effects of expgenouschanges 'in, technology and factor endowments, transmitted through 
,changes in income: 

Y = Y.(Yf + Pf) + Yt(Yt + Pt) + Ym (Ym + Pm) (22) 

'The general equilibrium ,change in the food price is obtained by substituting 
sectoral food ,supply .changes from (4) and (11) into (20). then substituting for c'and Yf 
in (21) from (19) and (20)6. 

Because food is the only nontraded commodity, the ratio of ,the food price to the 
non-food tradedgoods'poces is the so-QIledretilexchange rate. In allmooels of real 
economies, changes in this ,ratio.resulting directly and indirectly from exogenous changes 
in technology, endowments, or the world prices of traded goods are central in 
determining changes in the structure of production and the allocation of resources (Corden 
and ,Neary 1982;Cassing andWarr, 1985). This role of the real exchange 'rate is evident 
in.the upland agriculture sector of our model economy" as this sector .produces one traded 
'and onenontradedgood. A real appreciation - a .rise in the relative price of food -
directly induces land reallocation from treecrop to food production. Through the market 
clearing mechanism for food,changes in lowland sectors which affect lowland food 
supply indirectly influence .the ,allocation of upland land and labor resources through such 
changes in 'the real exchange rate. 

2.'3.2. Labour Markets 

In addition to the intersectorallinkages through the market for food,we consider 
the role of labor migration between upland ,and lowland .regions. While labourmobiIity 
'across.regions is quite ;high in.most developing countries, we allow for the possibility 
that,at least in the short .run, there may be impediments to inter-regionalmigrationirom 
upland .to lowland areas. Ifso,then it is;wpropriate to consider the ·effects of pOlicy and 
other changes on theeconomywhenthebibor ,market is ,segmented between the two 
regions,and we consider a range of exogenous shocks with a unified labourmarlret as 
well .as under this "dual labor market" assumption .. 

:2.3.3 The Balance of Trade 

Changes in the ,markets for food and labor transmit effects of changes in one 
~tor to others. Changes are also transmitted by meanS of adjustments in the market for 
foreign exch~ge. A .zerobalance :of trade requires that the value of imports equal that.of 
exports. For simplicity we :assumeafixed nominal exchange rate, .so any shock altering 
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the value ·of trade in one of the two traded commodities forces a compensating adjustment 
in that of the other traded good. For example, .an 1ncrease in the 'value of manufactured 
imports brought about by a reduction in domestic manufacturingproduction.mustbepaid 
for througbacompensating increase in the value of treecropexports. 

2.3 Solving the Model 

Solution values for the rnodel's endogenous variables .are fotmdby .stibstitutionof 
quantity relations (commodity supplies .and factor demands) into market clearing 
conditions. 'Thus :substituting in (6) from (5) ,yieldsmarket-clearing conditions for upland 
labor and upland land expressed in terms of changes in upland wages, upland land prices, 
the relative price of food (with traded goods' prices as .a .numeraire)and:a vector of 
changes in.ex()genous variables including factor endowments and 'ratesofrechnicalchange 
in upland ,.sectors. Substituting in (14) from (12) yields the market .clearing condition in 
lowland labor markets. There are two other market clearing conditions: food,andthe 
trade balance. Since ,the solution to the food market clearing condition incorporates the 
condition that consumers all operate on their budget constraints, Walras' law ensures that 
if factor 'and food markets clear, then trade is lnbalance. 

The four market clearingconditionscan.be expressed asamatrix of equations Ax 
= d., where 

P:.~ P:.~ P:.. 0 I w 1 
u 

If~ If,;. !f.i 0 ru 

A= X= 
6uPrn cS'J/1f. pff-eft &{J/n P, 

0 0 At4 
of P:.n w. 

d = (. Zuf(l]fyYuf-6uf)~ + Z'f(l1f~Ytf-O"lf)P':l + j' 

... zt( '1fyl',} /lvz + zm( '1 fy I' ..,)p;;. +a"( '1fy I':"-~"P':n) +a ",( I1fy 1'..,) • 
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In~,the superscnptsu" illdicatethat the elasticity is 'an ,aggregate ,over both the activities 

in ihe upland ~sector,.Thus 1f,;,,:1 ),,~P:'/" + .A~ptnn' whereeacb A!, term is the share 

of upland .labor ,employed in sectorj.The:eontents ,of :thc d 'Vector look a little daunting 
atfirst. :Eachexo.genous,shock below involves npn-zero ,raluesofonly ;oneof -the 
exqgenous variables 'on ,each row of the vf;I;;1or;.however. 

,Fora ,givenex{)genous shock in d., ;~lution 'values of ~ ... ,TJl' Pft and w, are 
QbtainedusingCramer's :rule ',(A",l .s; O~yproofs inCoxhead (1889)andQuizon~d 
iBlnswanget f1980». 

Signing -'and explaining - the ,effects :of .exo.genous shocb is facilitated :~y 
decomposing.each Shock into its ,compone;)ts due to :atijustments in factor ,'and commodity 
marlcetsat;CQnstant income levels (resource :moyementeffects)anad to the spendin,g ,of 
new inco,me ,generated .astbe :result ,of 1he chatl;ges {spending effects),. Analysis-is 
facilitated by first <iefinincC,t ',thes~gned ,cofactor matrix ,of A.(superscripts ,.shpw the 
:signs ,ofcofactors):: 

lc", '1 C ... ... ;t 
11 C"2 13 C14 

··C? ' ,2:1 C2; J~2; C~: 
C ::: 

,e,S1 'cS2 'C33 C.34 

C4; C42 'C43 ;C« 

Only,c;~and 'C:}'l ,cannot:be s~gned ,0 priori. Their ;signsdepend in parton the 
distribution ,of food production hetweeuupland ,and lowland, :and ,also on ;the relative 
factor ... inU:nsity ,of production in :uplandand lowland food ,sectors. 

Theiol1owing ica~S ·,consider rthe:effects-of 'severalelogenous :sboeks 'under the 
assumption that ;there 1,s 1)0 :inter~regiona1 ;mobility,of labor. 

JJ~ 1,: technical prqgress initree,erops {tl 

'nlisMlse fC8ll;be:analysed b,y ~usingCramer's mleand illY :substitution into tbe 
:sttuctural ,equations, 'which :yield lthe following~ 
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Food prices, wages in both regions and returns to land in upland rise from both 
spending effect (Af,. = )..'a = 0) and from resource movement effect (l1Jy = 0). A neutral 
tcchnicalcbangehas the same .effectin the sector in which it occurs asa .rise in output 
price. The flexibility of the sector's input demands and output supply with respect to 
outputpnce thus govern its response to a given rate of technical progress, and through 
that response changes in wages, retums to upland, and t.heprice of food. Magnitudes of 
the resource movement effects are larger if the tree crop sector isa relatively big 
employer of land and labor. The spending effect is moderated by the size of the tree crop 
sector and the income elasticity of food demand. Returns to lowland specific factors fall. 

Case 2: Technical .prQgressin Jowlandfood crops(i') 

Each shock occurring in food producing sectors has three components. In addition 
to the resource movement and spending effects already discussed, output, factor demand 
and price changes also depend on the ~booming' food sector's .share in total food 
production. The parameterd, = flY, (i = {If, uf}provides this information. 

A technical change shock occurring in lowland food production is represented by a 
d vector of the form 

[0 0 
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The ,resource movement effect (T7h = 0) is unambiguously positive for all mobile 
factor prices and negative for the price of food. In each case the change is larger,the 
greater is lowland food's initial share (Oil) in total food .production. The spending effect 
(All" = 0) is unambiguously negative for all factor prices and positive for the price of 
food, so long as food demand is income-,inelastic(71,h < 1) which seems reasonable. 

Changes in the return to the specific factor in lowland food are obtained by 
rearranging (13) to read: 

'H - Zl = .1.(pf- eHwJ ? 0 
elf n 
a 

At constant prices the return to low'and food's specific factor rises by the 
reciprocal of that factor's cost share. However, the reduction .in food .prices and rise in 
wages both have a negative effect .on this factor return. If these price adjustments are 
sufticientlyJarge, the specific factor return could be reduced in terms of traded goods 
prices. 

am 
r. ::; ... -.!lw/ ~ 0 
m m 

aa 
Returns to the specific factor in manufacturing decline. 

Reading from the structural equations, we can ,see that manufacturing output falls as a 
reusltof the technical change in food.Eq. (10) shows that with no change in 
manufacturing's co mmod hy price, no increase in its resource endowment and no technical 
change in that sector,sgn(y"'} = sgn(8" "'" wJ .~ 0 Uomestic demand for theM good does 
not (all Of any thing, it rises due to the spending effect), so imports ofM must rise. 

The effects of the technical change in lowland food production affect upland .output 
and factor prices directly through the reduction in food prices 'Upland food production 
(equation (1) falls because foodts.price falls. The fall in food production in upJandareas 
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can be offset only by a rate of technical change sufficient to maintain its competitiveness 
in the face of the rising productivity of 'lowland agricultUre. 

Satisfaction of the trade balance constraint requires tbata rise in the value of 
imports .be .matched by arise of equal value in .exports, so .at constant tradeables'prices y 
~. O.The proportion of upland land area devoted to tree crops must rise ,(and that to food 
faU) as a result of technical progress in lowland food. 

Case 3. Increase in the manufacturing sedor's resource endowment (d") 

While the focus in this paper is on the impact of technical change, the model is 
versatile enough to explore many other scenarios. Consider, for example, the caseof.an 
increase .in the endowment of the. factor specific to the manufacturing. sector (A,J. nlis, 
with no change in the values of other exogenous variables, is represented by a d vector of 
the form 

I. e 0 n vam _Afflam]T Iyrrr;n 

where r denotes a transpose. Again, the following endogenous price changes are obtained 
by Cramer's rule and by substitution into the structural equations: 

r, 1 {p H .A -.-.=-.- f-ewlI?O 
am H n 

aa 
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An increase in the manufacturing sector's specific factor endowment reduces 
import demand, at constant income. The "pure" resource movement effect of growth in 
the manufacturing sector's specific factor endowment .can be found by assuming the 

propensity to spend on nontradables out of new income to he zero, i.e. 11(y= 0, and 

the "pure" spending effect by assuming that the manufacturing sector employs no mobile 

factors, i.e. that Am = 0 (Cordenand Neary 1982). For the first fourpcice changes n 
shown above, resource movement and spending effects reinforce one another . Fora 
given change .in the resource endowment the spending effect on each price is greater. the 
.1arger is the manufacturing sector (as denoted by its GNP share Ymk). Inelasticity of food 
demand with respect to income diminishes the magnitude of the spending.effect. The 
magnitudes of resource movement effects are greater if manufacturing eroploysa large. 

fraction of the lowland labor force «i.. m ... 1). n 

Changes inretums to the specific factor in lowland food production depend on the 
relative magnitudes of changes in lowland wages (w,)and food prices (p),and on the 
labor-intensity of lowland food production. rlfismore likely to be less than zero when 
wages rise by more than theprlce of food, and .labor' sshare in lowland food production 

is high. This can be shown by noting thate! = (1 ~o~, ,sosgn(rV> ;::::: 

sgn {_1_ (pt -elfw~) . Returns to the factor specific to manufacturing fall 
1-0" n 

s 
unambiguously. 

4. Some illustrative experiments 

Comparative statics predictions such as those in theprevipussection help to 
identify which parameters and market relationships are most important in determining the 
outcome of a technical change or other shock. In this section we present the results of 
numerical simulations of the above changes, using a parameter set based on Philippine 
data. The manufacturingsecto.r is the least labour intensive sector, while tree crops are 
more land intensive relative to upland food. Food is reIativelypriceinelastict with an 
elasticity value of -0.4. 

Tables land 2 report the results of three simulation ,experlmentsconducted using 
the model:; a 10% Hicks-neutral technical progress shock in lowland food production, a 
similar 10% technical progress shock in upland treecrop production, and a 10% increase 
.in the endowment of the factor specific to manufacturing. Each table presents results 
obtained under a differentcorobination of assumptions about the markets through which 
up)artd and lowland regions of the economy are linked. Table 1 gives results fora dual 
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labor market with unified food markets; Table 2 assumes unified markets for both food 
and.labor.. All results are reported in percentage changes of the endogenous variables in 
responsetoa 10% change in tberespective exogenous variables. THe' results ·fora 
combined. shock are obtained by summing the results roreach individual shock. 

Simulation 1: Tecbnicalcbangeinlowland food production. 

The second columns of Tables land 2 report simulation results for Hicks-neutral 
technical progress in.tbe lowland food :sector ( alternatively, these results could be 
interpreted as the effects of an outputpdce rise). This is 'a very important empirical case. 
For three decades the national andintemationalresearchexpenditures were devoted 
almost exclusively toachieviIlg higher productivity in 1tfavourable" agricultural areas, 
well irrigated or with ,adequate and dependable; rainfall, which are located mainly in the 
lowlands. Hence the productivity changes associated with the Green Revolution intice 
and wheat were confined mainly to the lowlands .. What would be its effects on uplands? 

Under both labour market scenarios, technical progress in lowland agriculture 
raises its output, increases its land value,andreduces the relative price ·of food, i.e. 
depreciates the real exchange rate. Upland food production shrinks,andreturns to upland 
factors decline. The real depreciation enhan~s the relative profitability of thetradeables, 
and tree (:rops and manufactures expand output. Inter .. regionallabour mobility mitigates 
the adverse impact on upland land, but trees still expand at the expense of food in the 
uplands. The impact on wages is negative ; higher labour mobility .spreadsthenegative 
effects across the entire If!bour force. 

Simulation 2: Technical Change lnTree Crops 

The third columns of Tables 1 and 2 .report simulation results for Hjcks~neutraltechnica1 
progress in the (upland) tree crop sector. Technical progress in the export oriented tree 
crop sectors have been substantial in the past,and continues to be significcmtat present. 
While it raises tree crop output and value of upland Iand,ClS well as national income7

, it 
is interesting to note that the proportion of upland land devoted to tree crops actually 
falls. This illustrates the important role of the income elasticity of food· in the model: the 
higher spending induced by higher export income goes. partly on manufactures and partly 
on food,whichraises the food price and food output. If the income elasticity of food is 
sufficiently high, this .inducedrise' in food price can be large enough to make it profitable 
to takeaway some land from tree .cropsand allocate that to food. (Note that tree crop 
output isbigber due to technical progress despite the reduced land area ; without such 
higher output and consequent higher income and spending, food price cannot rise.) Thus, 
it is seen that technical progress in tree crop productionneednotneccessarily reduce 
upland foodcultivation; indeed it is possible that it may even expand. 
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Sintulation3:lncrease in manufacturing's specific factor endowment. 

In Table 1, an increase in the endowment of the factor specific to the 
manufacturing sector is ,rougblyequivalent to an exogenous investment boom in that 
sector . Manufacturing production rises byaboutS % and employment by 5 % ,bidding up 
lowland wages by 10%. The wage rise pushes up costs of production in the lowland 
food-producing sector,and that sector' s output shrinks accordingly • 

Tabla 1: Effects· of 1 O%ch8l1gGs In soma exogenous variables undet' .8Ssumptionof 
dual labor markets. 

Incr.in manuf. Tech. progress Tech. pr()gress 
Endogenous Variable specific factor in lowland food in treecrops 

Output Percentag~changes 

Upland food 0.93 ':3.34 0.63 

Lowland food ·0.89 9~00 0.75 

Treecrops ';0~85 3.07 9.42 

Manufacturing 7.92 5.81 -0.87 

Labor Demand 

Upland food 0.74 -2.67 0.50 

Lowland food ... 3.29 .. 6 •. 56 OA8 

Treecrops .. 1.11 -4.01 -0.75 

Manufacturing 4.93 9.84 -0.7,2 

Land Allocation 

Upland food 1.11 -4.01 0.75 

Treecrops -0.74 2.67 ·0~50 

Input prices 

Upland labor 2.02 -7.27 6.94 

Lowland labor 10.14 -19.69 1.44 

Upland land 1.28 -4.60 6,44 

Lowland land -6.30 22.49 3.85 

Mfg. capital -6.76 1.3.13 -0.96 

F.ood price 3.56 -12.82 2040 

Food demand -0.16 4.07 0 • .70 

Real GNP 1.42 3.61 2.98 
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Table .2: Effects of 10% changes in somaexogenoulvariabln under .ulumptlonofa unified labor market. 

Incr. in manuf. Tech. progress Tech. progress 
Endogenous Variable specific factor in lowland food intreecrops 

Output Percentage changes 

Upland food -0.12 ":1.31 1.45 

Lowland food ~0.19 7.60 0.09 

Treecrops ·1.40 4..64 9.99 

Manufacturing 8.84 4.81 -1.38 

Labor Demand 

Upland food ~1.29 -L67 2.21 

Lowtandfood -0.69 ·9.7.5 -1.06 

Treecrops .:3.03 -8.81 -1~06 

Man(jf.acturing 8.04 6.2.1 -2.52 

land Allocation 

Upland food 1.04 4.29 0.69 

Treecrops -0.70 2~86 -0.46 

Input prices 

Upland .Iabor 3.93 -12.42 5~04 

lowJand labor 3.93 -12.42 5.04 

Upland land ,·0.74 -0.51 8.08 

lowland land 0.48 13.85 -0.27 

Mfg.capital -2.62 8.28 ..:3.36 

food price 2.55 -11.91 2.92 
.", 

food demand 0.07 4.04 0.63 

AealGNP 1.47 4.00 3~07 
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The manufacturing. boom also impacts upon uplands~ctors, even though 
there arenofactorfJows betweenuplaodand lowland. One means by \which to 
explaiohow changes ,are transmittedisbyconsid~rationof the trade balance 
condition. By assumption, the manufacturing sector produces a composite 
importable good . The increase in its productive capacity reduces imports of 
manufactures. Becausechangesio .import valu~must be matched by changes of 
equal value in exports, production in treecrops, the sector ,producing 
exportables, declines. As that sector shrinks, it releases upland labour and land, 
which are taken up by the upland food sector. 

The transmission of the shock from the lowland to the upland can 
equivalently be explained by reference to the market for food. By raising costs 
and reducing output in lowland food production, the boom in manufacturing 
caus.esa real appreciation-a rise in the relative price of food. Given that food 
demand is inelastic with respect to price, so with Uttlechange from the demand 
side, ther.educedlowlandsupplyinducesa positive response among upland 
food producers. Their expansion of production takes place at the expense of 
treecrops producers, who compete with upland food producer:; in the markets 
for upland land and Jabor • Whether we regard the observedchartges in 
production and factor demand as stemming from the food market clearing 
condition or from the trade barance constraint is immaterial, since the 
satisfaction of one set ,of conditions implies satisfaction of the other 
(Dornbusch; 1974). 

As the simulati'Hls show, one consequence of the manufacturing sector's 
expansion is an expansion of the area of upland land under food crops, while 
the value of upland faUs. Treecrop production is land-intensive relative to 
upland food produvtion. Consequently,whil~ the shrinkage of the tree crop 
sector releases land und upland labor in approximately the proportions in which 
they are employed in that sector, they are taken up by the upland food sector in 
proportions reflecting that sector's relative labor-intensity. The result is that the 
unit value ·of upland land declines.ffsustained, such a decline would reduce the 
returns to investmentinfand~preserving technologies and techniques by upland 
farmers, whatever crop they produce.s 

The effects ofa unified labour market result aggravates the negative 
effects on the upland .sector as it pulls labour aWay from that sectpr;the .labour 
intensive food crop sector , too, contracts despite a shift of land from the tree 
crops, while tree crop output declines further. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a small general equilibrium model which helps to 
illustrate the interactions between upland and lowland agricultural systems and 
to draw implications of productiv.ity, .(or .output price) changes in the different 
crop sectors for soil erosion as affected by shifts of land between more soil 
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erosive food crops and less soU erosive tree crops. 

We havashown that productivity changes in Jowland food agriculture 
could have strongly beneficial effects 00 land degradation in the uplands .by 
altering the relative profitability of food and tree crops in favour of the latter. 
Higherlabouf mobility, raises national income further and "strengthens the shift 
to tree crops in the uplands. A draw back of a strategy which Jeliessolelyon 
"technical progress in lowland 'food is that it could lead to greater regional 
income disparity as upland land owners and !mmobUelabour tend to suffer 
losses. On the other hand, technical progress in tree crops alone may or may 
not lead to such a change in land allocation ; however, simultaneous technical 
progress in both tree crops and lowJandfoodis most likely to achieve the 
desired shift .in 'land allocation while .alleviating the income losses .suffered by 
LJpland landowners and immobile labour. 

These results are illustrative only, and depend on the parameter values 
including the factor intensity rankings,and demandetasticities.ln this analysis, 
we have ignored the effect~ .. i!hanging land values on the potentia' Cidoption 
of land conserving technologies andinfrastructural investments. HOlNevef, the 
results highlight the need to recognise the links between productivity changes in 
the lowlands and those in the uplands when addressing issues which appear to 
be solely confined to one sector. Product and input markets bridge physical 
barriers. Research strategies andresourceallocative decisions sholJld be 
informed by the reality of these market linkages which make ·itimpossibJe to 
separate economic-environmental problems of different regions. In the light of 
our analysis it seems clear that a wholesale shift of research resources to the 
uplands, ;and particularly to the upland food crop sector, while an 
understandable response to previous neglect and the presence of undeniable 
current problems, may be not only sub-optimal but may be even 
counterproductive in terms of its impact on soil erosion. Similarly, in certain 
circumstances price reforms may aggravate the soil erosion problemJ 

These iss ,idS merit further analysis and we hope to extend the present 
model in severalway.sapart from the obvious (greater disaggregation and 
realism being traded off .against transparency and clarity). These include: the 
extension of the .analysis to cases of biased technical change, the explicit 
incorporation of soillosspr damage functions associated with particular 
activities and measures of income distribution, poverty and .welfare; the 
disaggregation of the food sector to allow for the possibility that the upland 
crop is an inferior good, and to permit imports of an imper.fectsubstitute ; and, 
the incorporation of productivity interactions due to externalities such as 
declines;n the productivity of lowland agriculture due to higher soil erosion 
caused by expansion ofppland ·food production. Amore challenging task is to 
develop a model where intertemporal considerations are explicitly incorporated. 
Howeverl despite the simplicity of our analytical model, we feel that our results 
are sufficiently persuasive to raise serious questions about some research and 
policy options which have gained considerable .currencywithin national and 
international institutions. 
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Endnotes 
1. Estimates of the costs of soH erosion are sparse .and controversial but 
av~Hable figures suggest that such costs are quite large. The "most 
conservative" estimates for three African countries (Mali, Malawi, and Burkina 
Faso) range from annual.l( ~s· .;" t 1.7 percent of GOP for Mali to 4.8 percent 
for Malawi, and 8 P, 11t" CPr. • tJurkinaFaso .(Barbier,1991).soilerosionin 
Java {Indonesia)\vz., .(:. ~;.nated to cost the economy about $400 miliion per 
year in 1989 (\.'Vorld8ank, 1990) while the.grossloss to the Philippine economy 
attributable to grassland sheet erosion alone was put .at about $1 00 million in 
1988 (Wcn'ld .bank,1.9891. 

2. Fora discussion of thi~issue which stresses the interactions between upland 
and lowland agriculture, see Jayasuriya (1991). 

3. The problems of soil erosion and de,gradationarenot confined to the uplands, 
though it appears that themest acute problems at present are associated with 
upland land use patterns. 

4. The construction of terraces is a well known and often effective method for 
reducing soil erosion in .sloping :Iands which has been practiced but, with 
important exceptions, farmers in many developing countries have been reluctant 
to Invest in the construction of terraces because of the high cash and labour 
costs which need to be incurred before tangible .andsignificantbenefits can be 
obtained.. Much research in recent years has been directed at finding soil 
conservationmetods which are more likely to be adopted onalargescale by 
poor upland farmers. 

5. See Coxhead andWarr (1.991) fora model along similar .fines where a traded 
good with exogenously given price is produced with two different specific 
factors ; the model presented here ,extendsi! to the case where the output price 
is endogenously determined. 

6. The derivation of the food market clearing condition follows that in Cassingand Warr 
(19.85). 

7 .Immiserising growth is ruled out by the small country assumption. 

8 .. Of course, this result depends on our assumption that treecrop production is relatively 
land-intensive,and would be reversed by the. alternative assumption, i.e. that upland food 
production is the ,relatively land-intensive .sector. 

9. This is not surprising ina second best situation; if the effects of soil erosion 
confer externalities (as assumed;n our discussion) then the removal of policy 
induced price distortions need not be optimal. 
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Appendix : A Graphical Illustration. 

Figure 1 illustrates the means by which an exogenous change in one sector '. 
technical progress in lowland ·food agriculture", induces changes. in the structure 
of production in upland agriculture. In this diagram we abstract from 'the labor 
market linkage by ,assuming immobility of labor between upland andlowiand 
sectors. labor can migrate between lowland food production and employment in 
manufacturing, but not between these sectors and upland. (.The diagram also 
abstracts from the income effects of the technical change, which, if food is a 
normal good" would shift the .aggregatefood demand curve DD' to the right). In 
the top part ·of the diagrarn,ilggregatefood supply Sfu + /Jis found by adding 
upland supply Stu) to lowland supply SfI}. The initial price of food in terms of 
traded goods PfO} clears the market" At this price Ffu} food is produced in the 
upland and FII) in the lowfeno. 

Upland resources can be allocated either to food or treecrop production. The 
transformationcurveUU describes the rate at which production otone good 
must be sacri.ficedin order too increase production of the other • In the initial 
equilibrium there is T(O} production of treecrops.ln the lowland sectors, a 
similar tradeoff (given by LL) exists between production of food and 
manl'factures, due to the competition between these two sectors for lowland 
labor. In the initialequiJibrium the lowland sectors produce Ffl) food and MfO) 
manufactures. 

The technical change is asymmetric: it raises factor productivity in lowland food but not 
in the upland. (This is a common characterization of the Green Revolution in rice and 
wheat production, in which new cultivarsraised grain yields primarily in irrigated areas 
and well-watered rain fed lowlands.) The lowland supply curve shifts out to S(l)' and 
aggregate food supply to S(u+l'). In the lowland sectors the production possibilities 
scheduleLL shifts out in the direction of the food sector to LL'. At constant prices there 
is no change in the production of manufactures or in theaIlocation of resources in the 
upland sector. However, the technical progress causes food's price to fall until a new 
equilibrium is achieved at P(l). At this price upland food supply has declined to F(u') . 
Upland resources - both labor and land -are reallocated to treecrQP production, which 
rises from T(O) to T(l). In the lowland, the real depreciation induces a transfer of labor 
to manufacturing; output in that sector rises toM(2). Both traded goods prices have risen 
in terms of the price of food. 

As mentioned, Figure 1 shows only part of the outcome of the lowland technical 
progress. The trade balance condition bas played no role. Accordingly, although the 
diagram shows increases in the production of both traded goods, it is possible that one 
would rise and the other fall. New income generated by theproductlvity increase will be 
spent in part on food, shifting the aggregate demand curve to the right. If food demand 
were sufficiently elastic with respect both to price and to income, the technical progress 
in food could cause "deindustrialization" in manufactures, and a shrinking of that sectQr. 
Not surprisingly, the elasticities of supply and demand for food are important parameters 
in determining the extent to which changes in one sector are transmitted to other sectors. 
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